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Labor markets in the real world exhibit phenomena that are hard to
explain with the standard textbook model of supply and demand. 
Vacancies and unemployment coexist and seemingly identical workers
often earn very different wages. In the last decades, economists have
therefore been developing new models that allow for information and
coordination frictions between both sides of the market and which
explain better the above observations.
This thesis adds to that literature by describing three new models in
which workers apply simultaneously to multiple firms with vacancies.  
The essays describe how, within the context of each model, the decisions
made by workers and/or firms affect the behavior of other workers and
firms, as well as the aggregate labor market outcomes. They also discuss
whether the market reaches an efficient outcome by itself, or whether a
government could increase social welfare with policy interventions such
as unemployment benefits or minimum wages.
Ronald Wolthoff (1981) graduated from the University of Amsterdam
in Econometrics and Actuarial Sciences in 2004.  Between 2004 and
2008, he did his Ph.D. in Economics at the VU University Amsterdam
and the Tinbergen Institute. Afterwards he continued his research as
a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Chicago.
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